
Name:  ____________________________             Spelling List D-21

              Fix the Misspelled Words              

 Circle the spelling word in each sentence.  
 If the word is spelled correctly, write CORRECT on the line. 
 If the word is spelled incorrectly, write the correct spelling on the line.

 1.   Cody and Nolan's mom scolds them when they wrestle.   1.  ____________________

 2.   Zoe is going to begin taking ballet classes in the spring.   2.  ____________________

 3.   After washing the dishes, I put them back in the cuboard.   3.  ____________________
  

 4.  Mrs. O'Donnell's niece is getting married in an old Irish casle.      4.  ____________________

 5.  Monica ordered salmon for dinner at the restaurant.             5.  ____________________

 6.  The yolk of an egg has a lot of protein and other nutrients.     6.  ____________________

 7.  I enjoy taking a walk in the woods during a crisp autum day.    7.  ____________________

 8.  The social studies test has five short answer questions on it.   8.  ____________________

 9.  When the rain finally came, the hard ground began to soffen. 9.  _____________________

10.  Volunteers spent all day cleaning up debree along the road. 10.  ____________________

11. Brody has a lot of knowledge about air planes. 11.  ___________________

12.  When he grows up Muhammad wants to be a gormay chef. 12.  ___________________
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Name: ____________________________________

13.  I doubt that I am going to win the lottery.                     13.  ___________________

14.  A colume of smoke from the huge bonfire rose into the sky.  14.  ___________________

15.  Julian had never seen such a variety of desserts at a buffay.     15.  ___________________

16.  Mr. and Mrs. Mattison's daughter is leaving for a trip to Brazil.  16.  ___________________

17.  Logan recently learned how to whistel.     17.  ___________________

18.  If I can fix the drain myself, I won't need to call a plummer.  18.  ___________________

19.  Every muscle in Leo's back hurt after he shoveled all the snow. 19.  ___________________

20.  Our neighbor, Ms. Albert, is not suttle—she's loud, bold, and  20.  ___________________
to the point.  

Review Words

21.  Grandpa stays active by taking a walk every morning.   21.  ___________________

22.  Can you believe what a wonderful performance she gave?     22.  ___________________

23.  The stunning view of the beach left Carissa feeling bretheless.  23.  ___________________
     

Challenge Words

24.  When Jared won the game show, he bought a giant yacht.  24.  ___________________
  

25.  Aria's racing horse is a strong and hansome animal. 25.  ___________________
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ANSWER KEY

              Fix the Misspelled Words               

 Circle the spelling word in each sentence.  
 If the word is spelled correctly, write CORRECT on the line. 
 If the word is spelled incorrectly, write the correct spelling on the line.

1.   Cody and Nolan's mom scolds them when they  wrestle.   1.     CORRECT 

 2.   Zoe is going to begin taking  ballet  classes in the spring.            2.     CORRECT  

 3.   After washing the dishes, I put them back in the  cuboard.            3.     cupboard      
  

 4.  Mrs. O'Donnell's niece is getting married in an old Irish  casle.               4.     castle 

 5.  Monica ordered  salmon  for dinner at the restaurant.                       5.     CORRECT       

 6.  The  yolk  of an egg has a lot of protein and other nutrients.               6.     CORRECT  

 7.  I enjoy taking a walk in the woods during a crisp  autum  day.   7.     autumn  

 8.  The social studies test has five short  answer  questions on it.             8.     CORRECT 

 9.  When the rain finally came, the hard ground began to  soffen. 9.     soften  

10.  Volunteers spent all day cleaning up  debree  along the road.         10.    debris     

11. Brody has a lot of  knowledge  about air planes.          11.    CORRECT  

12.  When he grows up Muhammad wants to be a  gormay  chef.          12.    gourmet  
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Name: ____________________________________

13.  I  doubt  that I am going to win the lottery.                     13.     CORRECT

14.  A  colume  of smoke from the huge bonfire rose into the sky.  14.     column  

15.  Julian had never seen such a variety of desserts at a  buffay.     15.     buffet 

16.  Mr. and Mrs. Mattison's  daughter  is leaving for a trip to Brazil.  16.     CORRECT  

17.  Logan recently learned how to  whistel.    17.     whistle  

18.  If I can fix the drain myself, I won't need to call a  plummer.  18.     plumber  

19.  Every  muscle  in Leo's back hurt after he shoveled all the snow. 19.     CORRECT  

20.  Our neighbor, Ms. Albert, is not  suttle —she's loud, bold, and  20.     subtle  
to the point.  

Review Words

21.  Grandpa stays  active  by taking a walk every morning.   21.     CORRECT  

22.  Can you believe what a  wonderful  performance she gave?     22.     CORRECT  

23.  The stunning view of the beach left Carissa feeling  bretheless. 23.     breathless  
     

Challenge Words

24.  When Jared won the game show, he bought a giant  yacht.  24.     CORRECT  
  

25.  Aria's racing horse is a strong and  hansome  animal. 25.     handsome  
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